
Among us in America here we are in new country. Our countries are

new, they've been founded within the last 300 years. And we have much

in common between Chile and Argentina and the United States and our ot1r

countries, as compared to ..(13*).. There's a "with", and then again

there's a "with us" that puts United States and 6anada quite sharply

apart from Mexico and South America. And there's a "with us" which

should be easily quite sharply apart from California and Washington.

End of Record 1.

Record 2.

Now I see our time's run on and ...yes sir?,

Student... "How much..." Quarter after? I'm afraid we can't let

you go at quarter after now, but you'd better run along in that case. I

am sorry we made you late...(O).

Student... Yes? Well now, what do you think about next time? I

have been away a good bit and I probably will be away a good bit but I

have a little breathing spell now, so maybe we can make up a little and

get ahead.

Student... I'd very much like to do that, but unfortunately we..

Now when are the afternoons that you all are free? Was Mondan one or

not? Monday. Yes. It's unfortunate it's only four. It would beally

be much better on a thing like this if we had two hours in a row some

time, instead of having to have two different days, but the way the

other classes are scheduled and the members of the class are, we can't

do that. But 11.:20 seems to be the only hour that we can ever all be

together. But we could do that most any day, can't we? If I recall

correctly. How about Monday and Tuesday mornings?

Student... Oh, that's right. Tuesday we can't and Wednesday I

cant. Well then, let's make it Monday and let's hope we can Thursday,

but at least let's make it Monday.

Now shall we go on with seo1 Monday, or shall we suggest somethirg

else? Or shall we suggest something else'/ at any rate to get a head
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